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Introduction to the concept of autism / PDD. What defence? What structure?



A



utism is defined today by the criteria of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), and those of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM). In each case, it is associated with Pervasive Developmental Disorders (PDD). In contemporary terms, autism has thus shifted from the category of mental illness to that of handicap and invasive developmental disorders, thus losing the particular characteristics that Leo Kanner and Hans Asperger had attributed to it. The Asperger syndrome is thus now considered as belonging to PDD in DSM 5. From a structural point of view, and hence in psychoanalytic terms, the debate is quite different. Some authors propose that autism be conceived as a transclinical syndrome or as a particular form of subjectivation; as a clinical variety related to a psychotic structure alongside schizophrenia, paranoia and melancholy; or yet again as a somewhat primitive form of schizophrenia. Finally, yet another hypothesis considers that autism is a structure apart from all the others. This is the position of Jean-Claude Maleval, notably presented in his book The autist and his voice (Le Seuil, 2010). According to Maleval, a decisive step in understanding autism comes through taking into account the specificity of the autist’s emotional life and jouissance. This leads to formulating the hypothesis that what is involved is a specific form of psychic defence: the immutability and characteristic stereotypes can thus be understood as lines of defence against existential anguish, as attempts to set up one’s own rules in a chaotic and disturbing world. Amongst these defence mechanisms, one must also add the use of particular objects. Frances



Pascal Le Maléfan, psychologist, psychoanalyst, Professor of clinical psychology at the University of Rouen (France), author of many articles of the use of puppets in therapy. Useful links for the CIM, the DSM and the TED : http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/International_Statistical_Classification_of_Diseases_and_Relat ed_Health_Problems http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Diagnostic_and_Statistical_Manual_of_Mental_Disorders http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Pervasive_developmental_disorder
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Tustin has given them the label ‘autistic objects’, but more recent research has refined their description and extended their definition. Thus, Maleval defines several types of objects according to the degree of elaboration of the defence mechanisms put in place by the autistic subject: the raw object, the regulatory object, the double, the synthetic Other. All these objects belong to a structure called “border” structures, because for the autist each of them, in its own way, constitutes a sort of line of defence, a reassuring protection on which the autist can lean to gain support faced with a world which has no limits or is felt as disturbingly bizarre. We may add immediately here that the existential anguish faced by an autistic subject has a special relation with an object that is heavily laden with psychic drive, the voice. The relation to language in autism bears witness to this: the autist does not find vocal jouissance in speech. This is why any method of communication based on fixed signs, on a precise code, makes it possible to achieve contact; but this functions just to the extent that it is possible to avoid enunciation, i.e. any particular way of conveying the language. And just as the autist does not find it easy to engage his own voice, he also defends himself against any voice coming from the Other, from another person who thereby gives an indication of desire. Any form of educational forcing which employs some sort of verbal command is thus counter-productive, since it goes against the basic positioning of these subjects; and this is all the more so if one does not pose the question of obtaining the free adhesion of the subjects to the process.



Autism and puppets. Several remarks and some examples Before examining the advantages and limits of puppets as “border objects” in autism, it is interesting to note that while the links between autism and puppets are quite numerous, they are of different types. I will mention three of them. Firstly, we may note that it is not rare to find references to puppets in play-therapies or tests used with autistic children. This is the case, for example, with the “3 I” method (individual, intensive, interactive), where games with puppets are used to develop – or rather, to stimulate – the awakening and the communication of the very young autistic child, or yet again in the course of certain ortho-phonic reeducation schemes for learning basic emotions such as crying, laughing, or being angry… Behavioural methods, also, recommend in their programmes playing with puppets; the advice that is given to parents who propose to use this method is to give positive reinforcement to COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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any response that an autistic child may give to a question that is asked by a puppet held by the adult to the puppet that the child is holding. When the child succeeds, the game of role-playing with the puppets is said to be “mastered”. This supposes that the child has acquired the skill of “pretending” or “make-believe” by integrating a symbolic game; in other words, that the child has acquired a “theory of mind”. This interpretation is seriously open to question, for nothing is more difficult for an autist than to play with pretence or anything equivocal, or yet again to perceive the emotions of another person. Nevertheless something of this sort does seem to be happening; we will attempt to identify what it is, and what are the limits. The second sort of link that we can indicate goes by the name the puppet paradigm. This is precisely the term coined by developmental or cognitive psychologists in their demonstration of a deficiency of the “theory of mind” in the case of autism. It was in 1985, in an article by Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith, that the thesis was first formulated according to which autistic subjects were incapable of forming a theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, Frith, 1985). This thesis has been criticized, but continues to serve as a reference in the cognitivist approach to autism. To sum up, this thesis attempts to account for a form of mental blindness (Baron-Cohen, 1998), and more precisely for the difficulty encountered by autistic children in attributing to another person beliefs and intentions different from their own, and to « read » other persons’ thoughts and mental states. In the same vein, it is supposed that an autist cannot have access to “make-believe”, because the innate neuronal mechanisms are deficient. Now the demonstration of such a deficiency was made by taking up and adjusting an experiment by the developmental psychologists Heinz Wimmer and Josef Perner with normal children, for whom a theory of mind was well and truly present (Wimmer & Perner, 1983). In the article of 1985 quoted above, Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith explain how they actually used what they called the puppet play paradigm of Wimmer and Perner to achieve their goal (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, Frith, p. 37). This experiment is now known as the “Sally-Ann experiment”. A child is presented with a scene involving two “puppets”. One of them, Sally, has a basket; she puts a ball in the basket and goes away. Then Ann, who was present beside Sally, takes the ball and puts it in a different box. Sally comes back and wants to play with her ball. The question is then posed to each of the children who are subjects in the experiment: “Where will Sally go and look for her ball?” What this experiment shows, according to the authors, is that the majority of non-autistic children (a control group composed of normal children but also some trisomic children) give the correct response, because even if they themselves COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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have seen Ann’s action, they are able to deduce that Sally will keep her initial “belief” and look in the basket; whereas the autistic children, with a few exceptions, give a mistaken answer (Sally will look in the box) – i.e., according to Frith, they were “not able to understand Sally’s belief” (Frith, 2010, p. 132). According to Frith, there is a logical problem that the autistic children cannot solve – let us recall that this is supposedly due to a brain deficiency. However we may note that even though this experiment makes explicit reference to puppets, the authors – Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and especially the psychologist Uta Frith who in subsequent writings on the “Sally-Ann” experiment shows that she is sensitive to the world of puppets – these authors, then, do not seem to take into account the feature that their experimental setup was based on puppets. At no moment, then, do they seriously take into account the fact that the action of the puppeteer, who held Ann in his hand as she put the ball in the box, could have oriented the perception of the children, whether they were autistic or not! We may nevertheless consider that for the control group of normal children, their response was correct (Sally, on her return, will look for her ball in the basket where it was when she left), even though they saw the action of Ann putting the ball in the box, but they considered that element as irrelevant because it was not seen by Sally. On the other hand, the autistic children who replied that Sally would look for the ball, not in the basket but in the box, doubtless gave that response by basing themselves only on what they themselves had seen. It is thus rather curious that in attempting to verify a hypothesis based on the postulate of an understanding of the thoughts and intentions of other persons through visual perceptions – an understanding which is supposedly deficient because of “mental blindness” in autism – the authors have on one hand made an association with puppets but, on the other hand, failed to draw all the consequences of this feature. The third example of a link between puppets and autism is given by the testimony of the Australian Donna Williams, a high-level autistic person (1993, 1996). Williams describes the creation of imaginary companions, Willie and Carol, who accompanied her for a long time. J.C. Maleval sees this as a perfect example of a complex object serving to regulate the autist’s defence against existential anguish. Maleval emphasizes that Willie and Carol also had the function of making it possible to invest in the outside world and to develop an animation of the libido (Maleval, 2009, p. 182). However, in spite of the positive aspects that they procured for her, Donna Williams indicates that she let go of these two companions, not by an abrupt rejection on her part, but rather by a slow abandonment, leading to their disintegration and even their death (Williams, 1996, p. 119). In fact, COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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as she wrote, she sought to emancipate herself from them for questions of « survival », because she felt an alienation in her total dependence on them (Williams, 1996, p. 29), even though she recognizes that she had been able to gain some advantages from them. Incidentally it is in this sense that one can speak of them as “doubles”: Willie and Carol substituted for her own personality each time she had to negotiate with the outside world and hold a position. Willie, in particular, played the role of an effective double, being sure of himself, brilliant, sometimes leaving Donna Williams with the impression that she was inferior to him. This is why, when she wrote to Theo Mark, her psychotherapist, that Willie and Carol “are like the memories of puppets who had their own existence whereas now there is only me” (Williams, 1996, p. 119), we can hypothesize that there is a new capacity for taking a distance in her words, because talking of her companions as having been like puppets, distinct from the person who animated them, is to give them a different place than that of doubles of substitution. Now two elements reported by Donna Williams go in the direction of a progressive access to a distanciation, to playing with puppets, and also towards a disengagement, also progressive but not yet complete, from the universe of a double of substitution. These two elements are situated before the stated realization that she communicated to Theo Mark and that we have quoted, that of having lost Willie and Carol. The first element is the role held in parallel with Willie and Carol by two soft toys, one a dog and the other a bear, that she called “Travelling dog” and “Beary-bear” respectively. Certainly, just like Willie and Carol, they served for her as a passage between herself and others; but with the difference that she spoke to them or shouted at them, and that what she expected from them was just that they should be present, thus symbolizing “the outside”. The second element resides in the supplementary step made in the direction of a symbolic distanciation. Donna Williams did indeed make a hand-puppet, a “cat-puppet”, called Moggin. This Moggin, at the end of her hand, can be touched by other people and allows itself to touch others and herself. But Donna Williams does not really consider that it is she herself who animates Moggin, like a puppeteer. Soon, however, she accepts to be touched. This remarkable development is also linked with a new report to the self-image in the mirror (this image had become familiar) and, particularly, with a more integrated relationship with his hands (which are the organ of touch and also the basis of any relation to an object as a puppet). However, Donna Williams does not fully attain access to the stage of the mirror, and only partially accomplishes a separation from her double (Maleval, 2010, p. 292), which corroborates the COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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fact that the route towards the puppet also remains incomplete. Thus, beyond the role of mediation and formation of the lived body that can be provided by the construction of doubles as complex as those of Donna Williams, we learn from her account that the support they represent also has its limits, to the extent that the need for psychical autonomy and authenticity remains. The attempt to free oneself from one’s doubles thus seems to be a necessary step in the evolution and complexification of autism.



Is the puppet a double? We now have to ask ourselves a question: is the puppet a double? This is an important question, since it conditions the way we can measure its effects, in particular in a psychotherapeutical context. We may recall here that a certain tradition of puppetry in psychotherapy has conferred a pivotal role to this notion of a double. One can find the starting-point of this tradition in certain texts dating from the end of the sixties and the early seventies. I will quote the best known, one of the first works on puppets in psychotherapy, published in 1974, Puppets and marottes. A method of projective group ergotherapy. The authors back up their practice and interpret their observations and results on the basis of a theoretical postulate that they formulate in these terms: “It is evident, they write, that a marotte represents the person who invented it. But it represents him in a very special way, it is effectively his double” (p. 168). This notion of a double, here, is a reference to the study of Otto Rank (1973) and to that of Sigmund Freud when he addresses the question of disturbing strangeness (Unheimlich) (1985), where the authors emphasize that it contains two dimensions: a projective dimension and a dimension of existential anguish. Concerning the latter point, we may recall that Freud mentions a particular sort of anguish provoked by a double, which had been noted by another author from whom Freud borrowed the expression of “disturbing strangeness”, the psychiatrist Ernst Jentch: this is the anguish provoked by the sight of mannequins in a shop-window and the disquiet created by the impression that they are animated (Le Maléfan, 1998). Lacan, re-reading Freud’s contribution to the concept of the Unheimlich, thus indicates: “What is more Unheimlich than seeing (a statue) become animated, that is to say (…) able to show itself as having desire!” (Anguish, lesson of June 5th 1963). The point is that for Lacan, the double is first of all the ideal form in which the subject is alienated at the time of stage of the mirror and the formation of the self. This imago of the double, as he calls it in his early writings, is a “narcissistic world”, which does not contain others, already indexed to death, resulting in COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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imaginary rivalry and imprinting in the self the indelible mark of superiority in appearance, despotism or seduction, what Lacan calls “the ambiguous structure of the spectacle” at the origin of the self (2004, p. 43). But the image of the double is also, for Lacan, the source of a “radical strangeness” (Anguish, lesson of December 5th 1962), in that it has the power, when any subject is confronted with it, to suddenly make it appear as an object exiled from its own subjectivity, fixed and automated under the regard of an Other with an enigmatic desire, giving rise to an anguished question “What does he want of me?” Happily, Lacan remarks, this sort of anguish “does not happen every day, and maybe it only happens in fairy tales: usually it stays at the stage of a fantasy”. In reality, he further remarks, it is only “fugitive”. This is an important point: why does it remain fugitive? Why can one have the fugitive feeling that a mannequin is animated or that a puppet is really a being? Let us simply say that a barrier is reinstalled, the barrier that had provisionally given way, and that the effects of castration fall back into place… The magic of the symbolic… These indications show that the reference to the puppet as a double is not without problems, because the relation of a subject to his puppet seems to be conceived in a framework which belongs essentially to the realm of Imagination. This is why I put forward the following proposition: the puppet is not a double, but it nevertheless has certain effects of a double. To explain this proposition, I emphasize that the puppet can be apprehended according to the three registers identified by Lacan, the ternary RSI (Real – Symbolic – Imaginary). Thus, the effects of the double are situated on the side of the Imaginary: specular effects, mimicry and identification, sticking close to the creation: I am this other and this other is me. And on the side of the Real: effects of presence, disturbing strangeness or terror: there is desire in this other that is directed towards me. However, what characterizes the puppet is the fact that the dimension of the “double” is limited and countered by the dimension of the Symbolic, which makes it possible to have access to the register of pretending and to maintain a symbolic distance: the puppet is only an artifact that I can play with without risking a loss of my own identity. Distanciation, or distance, is thus at the foundation of every puppet; this means that it is not a stand-in copy, a sameness, but always contains a discrepancy, a radical difference which separates it from its creator. This has the consequence, sometimes, that it constitutes a veritable alterity which can be troubling and a possible source of revealing interpretations for its creator.
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The autist and his double Once these points have been made clear, we may remark that the concept of “double” seems to have a different definition when it is applied to autism. According to the psychoanalysts Rosine and Robert Lefort, who were the first to identify this function, the “double” is a “fundamental and structural component of autism” (2003, p. 27). Jean-Claude Maleval has taken up this indication by extending the notion of « double » to objects, to machines or other persons. He thus confers on the double a protective and dynamic function, which clearly distinguishes it from the sort of double found in psychosis: « Contrary to what is observed in psychosis, writes Maleval, the autistic double is not fundamentally an instrument of persecution, quite the contrary: the subject often finds in the double an element which helps to calm his difficulties (…). It is not a strange object (…) (but a) familiar object, which is always kept under control, or considered as a « friend » inherent to a secure world (…). Moreover, (…) it can be mobilized as a means for an artificial enunciation, where the gains in expressivity can be considerable, even if they do encounter certain limits ». (2010, p. 110): « The double presents itself to the autist as a privileged structure for getting out of his solitude, reassuring by its conformity to himself…» (2010, p. 110).



This expressive use of a double works as a border, a transitional border between the reassuring world which is kept under control, organized by its own unchanging rules, on the one hand; and on the other hand the exterior world, chaotic and incomprehensible. But starting from this border, an enunciation can become possible for some subjects, sometimes related to an animation of the autistic subject by way of an object-double that they animate themselves. This is where the puppet comes into its own and finds its place. But is it still a puppet? Or, more precisely, how does a puppet play its role as a double? – a question that Maleval pinpoints when he writes that the double is in “conformity” with the subject.



The puppet as a double in autism The most striking illustration of this question is contained in the book by the high-level autist Kamran Nazeer, Send in the idiots, where he writes about André, one of his classmates in a specialized New York primary school, whom he met again 20 years later (Nazeer, 2006). « André had found an unusual way of overcoming his difficulties to hold a conversation, writes Nazeer. For several years, he had trained as a puppeteer. He made his own puppets with wood and string, he continues, and put on shows in the neighborhood. » But Nazeer indicates that André used them mostly when he COLLECTiON MARiONNETTE ET THÉRAPiE n° 37 - Nantes - 2014
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had to meet people, or even over the telephone. In fact he did not necessarily have to make them speak, their mere presence on his knees or beside him was enough. However, in the situations reported by Nazeer, they intervened when André no longer managed to enter alone into the dialectics of an exchange: the puppets then took over and expressed a point of view which prolonged his own one by means of a substitution which conferred on them the status of a double more than that of a puppet. In other words, the puppets of André were not “characters” in the sense that puppeteers usually define them, in other words conventional expressive types which are exaggerated or caricatured and which thus transfigure the human being. André was one with his puppets; the transformation or the transfiguration were reduced to the use he made of them, even if on occasion he presented them as a spectacle, which is by no means negligeable. For sure, he gave them a voice slightly different from his own and dressed them in a costume, but, as Kamran Nazeer emphasized, they did not really allow him to soar forth, they just provided an additional defence against the rupture of his internal coherence but not an emancipation. This unity between him and his puppets was so strong, being of the order of a doubling and not a distanciation, that it was strictly necessary to avoid interrupting or contradicting them when they spoke, on pain of triggering an aggressive response and a retreat. Kamran Nazeer had a bitter experience of this when he visited his friend. In these moments, André was in his puppet, and it was he who refused the exchange. « That the word is expressed in the domain of the real means that it is expressed in the puppet » says Lacan (Psychoses, 1981, p. 63). Related to the way André used his puppets, this indication makes it possible to consider that the relation of a high-level autist with a puppet is that of a singular and fragile articulation between the Imaginary and the Real. Fragile, because due to what is fundamentally lacking in organizing the relation to the Symbolic, this puppet will always run the risk of turning into a double: in this case it will become the sign of a presence rather than signifying an absence, and its status will be that of being connected up rather than manipulated… Singular, because here there are creations: the creation which gives a “body” to a subject who is lacking one, and the creation of a place to enunciate who he is. A detour, then, by which the autistic subject can gain access to speech, that one cannot impose on him, merely propose, and which most often is of the order of a discovery.
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Feb 3, 2018 - (5 to 7 patients), animated by two or three thera- pists and a sequence in several times: The first step is the fabrication of a puppet "at one's own idea" by .... naming of the freely created puppet character. The au- ... the following
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workshop service throughout the town and whose management was entrusted to me. .... vantage of Piaget's theory of progression of stages concerning the ca- pacity for ..... and advance a language common to the whole group. When this was.
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In the summary of the issue SPECIAL 40 YEARS published in December 2018: ... THE FORUM of October 14, 2018: CURRENT PRACTICES OF THE PUPPET ...
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Marionnette. Description. Fabrique-toi une petite marionnette à main en forme de pochette. Matériel. • Gabarit (en annexe). • Crayons de couleur. • Ciseaux. • Colle. Préparation. • Pour chaque marionnette, photocopiez et découpez le gabarit en annexe
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Page 1. Annexe 1 : Gabarit et instructions de fabrication. 1. Photocopiez et dÃ©coupez ce gabarit. 2. Coloriez le dessin, puis pliez au centre. 3. Collez le haut et le cÃ´tÃ©, en laissant une ouverture par le bas pour pouvoir insÃ©rer la main Ã  l'in










 








R8.2_Une marionnette en papier 

Page 1. Petits curieux â€“ SÃ©rie rouge â€“ Fabrique une maison. Â© ERPI â€“ Reproduction autorisÃ©e. 1. Nom : Date : Une marionnette en papier. Fiche R8.2 sac en papier visage fil de laine ruban adhÃ©sif baguette.










 








Sans titre 1-Feuillet 1 

ture-priority automatic exposure mode and a full-metered manual exposure control, in addition to many ... user automatic mastery of all modes of flash photography. ..... available light; by another SPC mounted with optic inside of mirror ...










 








013e Hezekiah-Feuillet 1 - The Holy Bible .fr 

words of Jesus above, oh, who is cleansed according to this purifi- ... Well, they kept the feast with great gladness, and making confes- ... ted tribe or sect of men; but it is his joy to dwell, to abide, gathered .... This is what He hath done; and










 








60820 feuillet 

Please call our customer service department for immediate assistance using the .... clean heavy dirt, use a cloth dipped in a solution of mild detergent and water.










 








60830 feuillet 

Please have your assembly instruction manual on hand when you call. BESTAR products are warranted to the original purchaser against defects in material or.










 








013e Hezekiah-Feuillet 1 - La Sainte Bible 

find this is not truth for officials, but for every child of God, as a trustee of Christ ... every believer, passed from death unto life, stands in all the immu- table perfection ..... The question was brought before the Lord; and the answer of the. 
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Octave Feuillet 

chagrins... Puis-je vous prier de me laisser avec ma mÃ¨re ? Lucan murmura ..... Que veux-tu ! dit-elle, moi aussi, j'ai un peu de chagrin au fond, car enfin j'aimais ...
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25163 feuillet - DOCUMENTOP.COM 

Please call our customer service department for immediate assistance using the ..... Finally, if you take the logo in its simplest form, it shows that BESTAR is there ...










 








feuillet de sensibilisation - CTREQ 

Le lien entre le décrochage scolaire et les problèmes de poids s'expliquerait ..... Les compétences en littératie, en numératie et résolution de problème dans des.










 








Feuillet-promo NQnew 

Mission. Fonctionnement général. Vie démocratique. Nature Québec/UQCN est un ... Des organismes se regroupent pour donner naissance au Front commun ...










 








recherches sur les structures et la symbolique de marionnette pdf 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with recherches sur les structures et la symbolique de marionnette PDF Ebook, include : Recent ...










 








99620 feuillet - Bestar 

Ball bearings must be on front part of slider when installing drawers. Les roulements Ã  billes doivent Ãªtre sur la partie avant du coulisseau lors de l'installation ...
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1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 ..... MinistÃ¨re de l'Ã‰ducation, du Loisir et du Sport.










 








120521 feuillet - Bestar 

Please have your assembly instruction manual on hand when you call. BESTAR products are .... Insert the cam with the arrow pointing towards the hole in the ...










 








120160 feuillet-V1 

WHITE : BLANC : BLANCO ... The warranty is not transferable and applies only in Canada and the United States, excluding Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico.










 








5727 feuillet sanivite can - Shopify 

numéro suivant : 800-571-8191 (USA) ou 800-363-5874 (CDN). 8399 203 FEUILLET .... LIST OF PARTS SUPPLIED. See fig. n°. (technical ... The current must be single phase120 V, 15 A. The electrical outlet .... Ship the unit to manufacturer by postage pai
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